Abstract
I. Introduction
On this time, PC is changed by microcontroller for the embedded system. Embedded system is a system computer which has a special function which consist electric system, mechanical and software with limited computation with real time [1] . Ovulation time is also become a calculating for the young marriage couple [2] . There are young marriage couple who has not understand how it is important to know the fertile time and ovulation peak. If the the young marriage couple know this knowledge, it will easy to determine when ovarium is ovulated [3] . The background of this research is the knowledge of ovulation calculation and ovulation time is seldom to be talked [4] . So this knowledge is only known by medical people like midwifery and woman. This problem can be solved with making a simple software which can determine when the ovulation time occur. In this research, we propose a scheme by making a ovulation calculation software. This paper consists several parts. The explanation of literature review and research method will be explained on this paper. The conclusion will be shown in the last section.
II. System Design
The Haid time is started on the first day when the uterus has disintegrated and go out with blood from vagina. On the haid time, ovum will develop in ovarium. When the ovum has mature, the ovarium will free that ovum, that phenomenon is called ovulation [5] . Generally, the ovulation happens 12 to 14 days before the next first haid day [6] . Actually, the day when ovulation is happened are depend on haid cycle on a woman [7] . If she has short cycle, for instance only 22 days, so the ovulation only can happen after the haid time is ended [8] . Fertil time a woman is 12 to 16 [9] .
Borland Delphi 7 is a software Integrated Development Environment (IDE) which use a Pascal Language as basic language. Borland Delphi 7 has visualization which enough easy for user to make a software which is used Graphic User Interface (GUI). GUI is a kind of interface which is used user to interact with electronic devices (like a computer, handphone, etc.) which not a text.
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is a part which display the interface and tools. There are several part of this IDE that is 
III. Experiment
This software is made in a version. The version is on Borland Delphi. On the previous research who is done [5] using Android application. The application can show the date in real time and can calculate the time of fertile time and remark it on a calendar. This is very important to know the date in a calendar and to determine what day which they need to wait in to the proper date. Our research is simple and applicable. The advantage of our research is the software can be applied in the cross platform. The application can be run on Windows, Macintosh, and Linux (Ubuntu). Our research also include fertile time. This research using the open source software so it can be tried by much researcher or students.
IV. Methodology and Result
The explanation using Borland Delphi 7 will be explained on this section. This is the explanation of the source code. We insert the date and then press the Tekan button so it will display ovulation peak and the range of masa subur. 
V. Conclusion
Our conclusion is with this software we can determine a time of peak ovulation. This software can help usual people who has marriage.
